Team Stefan's Dream unseats three-time champs in this year's St. Cloud trivia weekend
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Team Stefan's Dream took home first place at the 2019 Trivia Weekend held by St. Cloud State and radio station KVSC-FM (88.1). (Photo11: St. Cloud State University)

ST. CLOUD — And the "Minnesota Masters of Trivia Traveling Trophy" following this year's 50-hour trivia marathon goes to... team Stefan's Dream!

Last weekend, 47 teams tested their wealth of random worldly knowledge during the 50-hour trivia weekend put on by St. Cloud State's radio station KVSC-FM (88.1).

At the end of the weekend, team Stefan's Dream ended with the most points and unseated three-year reigning champs from team It Just Doesn't Matter.

Stefan's Dream had not won the weekend since 2015, but since 2005 the team (or a variation of it, as they adjusted the name every year) has taken the top spot a total of six — now seven — times.

Here were the top 10 teams this year, ranked by total score:

4. Sigma Phi Nothing — 14,735.
7. Voodoo Panties — 13,975.